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Abstract 
This paper will present the development of an e-Tutor that shows several characteristics of some antipersonnel 
mines. The main objective is the basic training of people that work in humanitarian demining tasks. It has been 
considered the development of an e-Tutor, because it can be used in Mine Action Centres from different 
countries for training of people that require a preparing in this activity. Additionally, the learning based on e-
Tutors presents some advantages with respect to the face-to-face training, which are related with training in any 
time and in any place. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Landmines represent a great problem since many years and they remain a problem today, due to the large 
number of them which are still buried in farm fields or areas that can be travelled by innocent children and adults 
[1]. The main problem is that the landmines do not distinguish between a soldier and a child, killing or wounding 
indiscriminately both soldiers and civilians or humanitarian workers. They present a serious threat to the safety 
of the population during the conflicts, and are transformed in a greater danger after the end of the fighting. For 
example, in a study in 2010 conducted by Landmine Monitor [2], it is mentioned that one in four accidents 
caused by mines had as a victim a child. 
 
Military academies carry out specific training regarding with any type EOD including the antipersonnel 
landmines. Also, these institutions use surrogates landmines and real landmines in the training process. 
However, it is very difficult for humanitarian demining groups the access to the surrogate landmines and other 
relevant information about this type of EOD, for safety reasons.  Some information related with surrogate 
landmines and/or characteristics of training process can be seen in [3-8]. The training process that is described 
briefly in [3-7] is face-to-face teaching. 
 
This manuscript presents a new e-Tutor which expects carry out a first training in landmines identification in any 
moment and in any place without trainer. This training is for novel students in this field with the aim to show the 
main characteristics of the some landmines, as well as the arming and disarming procedure of them. This e-Tutor 
is accompanied by four surrogate landmines designed and manufactured by mean of 3D printer by CSIC-UPM. 
Also, this e-tutor has two first e-Tutor (sub-e-Tutors) related with a general introduction about the antipersonnel 
landmines and humanitarian demining, and general concepts about the neutralization by external agents. 
 
2. Design and manufactured of the surrogate mines 
 
The criteria that were considered and evaluated to select the anti-personnel mines that were designed and 
manufactured by mean of a 3D printer were as following: activation mechanisms, shape of the mines, data 
availability, and mines requested by a member of TIRAMISU consortium. Antipersonnel landmines designed 
should have different mechanisms of activation, different shape, and very important, the measurements 
availability of the landmines because the data of a lot of mines are not freely available. The landmines selected 
were PMA-1, Valmara-69, VS-50 and PPM-2. Figure 1 shows the surrogate antipersonnel landmines designed 
and manufactured by CAR CSIC-UPM. In Figure 1 the component parts of each one of surrogate landmines are 
presented. 
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